Introduction

33
The ATLAS [1] detector conditions data encompass a wide variety of information which 34 characterize the state of all ATLAS subsystems during specific intervals essential for data taking 35 and/or event processing. This information is stored in the ATLAS database (DB) system based 36 on LCG Conditions DB infrastructure [2] . The databases are separated into two categories: one to cope with the challenges of Run-2 a complete new DB instance for data conditions has been 44 implemented explicitly for Run-2 data conditions. The MC conditons DB instance from Run-1 45 will still be used for Run-2. The MC conditions are now arranged in a structure of intervals of 46 validity (IOV) in order to achieve an on the fly preservation of past MC conditions. This assures their sustainability with software evolution and reduces the amount of duplicated information.
48
This paper gives an overview of the management of the detector conditions, updated tools 49 and workflows, the implementation of a new conditions database instance for Run-2 data, and 50 the IOV based MC conditions. 
Concept of global conditions tags
52
There is a long list of conditions data which need to be recorded and provided during data to allow conditions updates from subsystem experts as well. This is guaranteed by the Current-
100
Next-Mechanism. The Current global conditions tag is used as "in production" for ATLAS data 101 processing and it is updated for new IOVs automatically, whereas the Next global conditions 102 tag gets the same automatic updates from the calibration loop, but can be modified by system 103 experts, since it is used as "development" tag (see Fig.1 ).
104
In preparation for Run-2, the status of the global conditions tag was added to the COMA or Run-2, so that it can look up the conditions either in COMP200 or in CONDBR2. This 146 mechanism is sketched in Fig. 3 .
147
Three different global conditions tags need to be maintained for ATLAS data taking: for cannot be reconstructed by the HLT due to any kind of failure, the event cannot be recorded 156 and is lost. Therefore the online DB has to have maximal availability.
157
The offline reconstruction processed at the ATLAS Tier-0 (the computing farm based next 158 to the ATLAS experiment at CERN) has two further reconstruction phases:
159
• Prompt express stream processing: A dedicated global conditions tag (CONDBR2-ES1PA- 168 Figure 4 shows which GT accesses the online and offline DB instances. Furthermore, it 169 highlights which GT is used at each point of the data preparation workflow. this was unavoidable because the strict separation of online DB from grid production was more 187 important than keeping the oldest software releases synchronized with the global tag evolution.
188
The most important improvement for the MC global conditions tag was the introduction of global conditions tag to contain the IOV specific conditions from every earlier runs and periods.
193
This introduces a conditions preservation "on the fly", meaning that only the conditions for new 
